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« I work like the kingfisher, dive, try to dive in the depths of my mental self. 
The visions are starting to get exploited. » 
Daniel Pommereulle, April 1962

As a great retrospective is held this summer at the Centre Georges Pompidou 
on the Beat Generation and the history of this subversive, literary and artistic 
movement born after WWII in the United States, our show at the Galerie 
Christophe Gaillard is an opportunity to rediscover Daniel Pommereulle’s 
early works. As a major figure of the artistic scene then, he participated in 
Allen Kaprow and Jean-Jacques Lebel’s first happenings and was part of that 
generation of artists who used their bodies « as walking labs ». 

In 1960, Daniel Pommereulle is 23 years old. He paints a first series of oils on 
canvas : Nuages. Their pastel colors refer to Odilon Redon’s dreamlike universe, 
an artist he counts as one of his masters. Their vibrant lines draw a mental 
landscape. La Larve evokes the creatures imagined by the author of Dans le 
rêve (1879) and Coquille (1912). His Buveur de thé brings to mind the haze of 
artificial paradises, visions under the spell of haschich or opium. 

The Nuages carry the seeds of his future research. « His painting evolves on the field of interiority and revelations » 
Alberto Martini writes in 1962, during his first solo show in Ravenna. A mental space unfolds in the movement of curls 
and spirals he traces with India Ink. 

Like watercolor, the technique of ink requires a swift and smooth gesture. Speed, movement, pulsation are the terms 
of this new exploration. Created in Venice, probably under the influence of haschich, Daniel Pommereulle’s drawings 
follow the logic of sensation. The eye wanders in the opaque twists and turns of the ink on paper, the pupil dilates when 
faced with the free space left blank, rejoicing at the sight of emerging symbols we think we recognize. Ten drawings 
accompany these large format inks. The lines become nervous, the shapes organic. 

Daniel Pommereulle knows and admires the work of his contemporary Henri Michaux who was involved in a written, 
drawn and painted research on the effect of drugs (mescaline and haschich mostly) on what he calls « the problem of 
being ». Like many other artists in the 60’s they seek in all possible ways to stimulate the paths to creation. Their works 
are the receptacle of these sensory experiments, the transpositions of a hallucinated elsewhere. 

From the Nuages visions and Italian inks in the early 60’s to the Objets de Tentation — LSD, opium, heroin and other 
drugs displayed on marble slabs within the spectators’ reach — at the Galerie Mathias Fels in 66, Daniel Pommereulle’s 
singular work traces, sometimes to the point of endangerment or vertigo, the inner experience. 

On the occasion of this exhibition, the gallery is proud to publish a gathering of unseen reproductions and archival 
documents from the 60’s, shedding light on the influence of psychotropic drugs in the work of Daniel Pommereulle. 
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Daniel Pommereulle passed away in December 2003, leaving 
a very diverse and complex but also peculiar and premonitory 
work. According to Alain Jouffroy’s phrase, he was associated 
to the «Objectors» (les «Objecteurs»). Despite some important 
exhibitions («Fin de siècle» presented in 1975 at the Centre 
Georges Pompidou, or the retrospective exhibitions at the Dole 
and Belfort museums in 1991) and a growing aura, his work, 
certainly one of the most important of the second half of the 20th 
century in France, remains unknown and secret.

From the 1980’s to the 1990’s he concentrates on transparency 
with layouts of glass, paper and steel.

As an actor, he starred in Eric Rohmer’s La Collectionneuse in 
1967 and played in a dozen of movies, amongst which François 
Truffaut’s La mariée était en noir, Jean-Luc Godard’s Week-End 
and Les Idoles by Marc’O. In 1972, he takes part in La Cicatrice 
Intérieure by Philippe Garrel whom he’ll join again 27 years later 
for Le Vent de la nuit.

As a film director One More Time (1967) and Vite (1969) are the 
most noticeable movies for which he successively created a 
suicide machine and shot sequences through a telescope lens, in 
praise of the desert and planet Saturn.


